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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Dosing Froggy The author,
an anarchist, discusses his involvement with the left-wing and
his role in MK-Ultra, the government case-rigging scheme
designed to discredit credible witnesses. This entails frank
discussion of plurium interrogationum (the trick or loaded
question), gaslighting (reversal of accusation and intentional
attempt to cause mental illness), confused similarity, linguistic
deceit, the use of proxies, the use of psychomimetics
(surreptitiously administered drugs designed to cause the false
symptoms of mental illness and even dupe the victim into
believing they are mentally ill), as well as the government s
plan to run conspiracies through the mental health system: the
LAST place anyone but a criminal sociopath would look for a
conspiracy and the perfect choice for criminal sociopaths to
run one. He also discusses the rigged trial of Theodore
Kaczynski (the Unabomber) and how Kaczynski had been
subjected to gaslighting prior to his trial, how the gaslighting
caused Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and how the
government is using intentionally induced Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder to disable credible witnesses during the
confrontation stage of trial where cue words...
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This ebook is great. I really could comprehended every thing using this composed e ebook. Its been designed in an
exceedingly simple way and it is only following i finished reading this publication where basically modified me, modify
the way in my opinion.
-- Her m inia  B la nda-- Her m inia  B la nda

Undoubtedly, this is actually the very best job by any writer. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge You will not really
feel monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning when you check with me).
-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV-- Pr of . La wson Stokes IV
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